11. All evil thoughts are counterproductive.  
To be productive is to keep one's mind busy.  
To be busy is to stay right out of the Devil's backyard.  
Therefore, to be not busy is counterproductive.

12. It is snowing.  
If we go out while it is snowing we will get red noses.  
If we get red noses, we will get sick.  
If we get sick, we will take medicine.  
Therefore, if we go out we get sick.

13. All leopards are spotted cats.  
All spotted cats are felines.  
All felines purr.  
Therefore all leopards are felines.

14. The sun is shining.  
If Sally goes out now she will get sunburned.  
If she gets sunburned, she will need aloe.  
Therefore, if Sally doesn't go out now she won't get sunburned!

15. There is a fog on a lake.  
If we go boating we will get lost.  
If we get lost, we will be missed.  
If we are missed, we will be sad.  
Therefore, if we don't go boating we will be happy!

16. No chefs are not good cooks.  
Johnny always burns his food.  
No good chef is always burning his dinner.  
Johnny is not a chef.
17. All despots never allow freedom. Democracies are always free societies. No despots ever rule democratically

Therefore Democracies?
are not despotic!

18. No criminals are honest people. No honest people ever lie. Dishonest people always lie

Therefore criminals always lie.

19. All criminals are never honest. Good people are always truthful. All criminals are liars.

Therefore, good people are not liars

20. Fact is sometimes stranger than fiction. Fiction is always about made up events. Made up events are tall stories. Tall stories are very entertaining.

Therefore, Fiction is very entertaining.

21. All Bakers are chefs. No chefs are never poor bakers. Jenkins is a baker.

Therefore Jenkins is a chef.

22. All ducks are swans. No swans are good swimmers. Mark is a deep sea diver. All deep sea divers are good swimmers.

Therefore, No swans are deep sea divers!

23. No adventure ever begins without a first step. A first step leads to a great journey.
Life is a series of great journeys.

Therefore, life must be

an adventure!

24. No acrobatic person is not athletic.
    No athletes are couch potatoes.
    Jerry always at home watching tv.

Therefore Jerry is?

no acrobat!

25. All athletes do some physical work.
    No exercise program is always easy.
    Paddy never likes to do anything difficult.

Therefore, Paddy is

no athlete.